WORKSHOP
Teaching the U.S. Constitution

LOCATION
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History

DATE
Wednesday, October 26, 2016
8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m.

8:30–8:45 a.m.  Opening remarks
                Michael L. Gillette
                Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m.  The Articles of Confederation
                 James Kirby Martin
                 University of Houston

9:35–10:20 a.m. Compromises in Adopting the Constitution
                 Joseph Kobylka
                 Southern Methodist University

10:40–11:25 a.m. Federalists v. Anti-Federalists: The Ratification Debates
                  Mary L. Volcansek
                  Texas Christian University

11:30–12:15 p.m. Teaching the Bill of Rights
                  Charles Flanagan
                  National Archives

1:00–3:15 p.m.   Primary source seminars with faculty

THIS WORKSHOP WAS MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES.
TEACHER PARTICIPANTS

CHRISTOPHER ADAMS, RIVER TRAILS ELEMENTARY, FORT WORTH
STACEY AGUERRO, MAY HIGH SCHOOL, MAY
STEPHANIE APPLEWHITE, LEONARD MIDDLE SCHOOL, ARLINGTON
ANGELA ARNOLD, CHISHOLM TRAIL HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
KARAH ARRIAGA, NORTH CROWLEY HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
MARY BAILEY, JEFFERSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, GILMER
EVA BAUGH, CANTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, CANTON
LARRY BOLDING, LYLES MIDDLE SCHOOL, DALLAS
TAMESHA BOOKER, LYLES MIDDLE SCHOOL, LAVON
AMY BROWN, CROWLEY HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
E. STACEY CALDWELL, STRIPLING MIDDLE SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
TARA CHAPMAN, BOOKER T WASHINGTON SPVA MAGNET, CARROLLTON
LAWRENCE EVANS, O D WYATT HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
JACKI FOSS, HERITAGE MIDDLE SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
MATTHEW Fulchum, GUS CarCia youNg ME NS LEADERSHIP ACADeMY, Austin
LISA GAETA, NICHOLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, ARLINGTON
GEOVANY GARCIA, NICHOLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, BEDFORD
JASMINE GARRETTE, LA MARQUE HIGH SCHOOL, GALVESTON
REBEKAH GOMEZ, LAMAR MIDDLE SCHOOL, AUSTIN
JESSICA GOODRICH, NORTH CROWLEY HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
LEE GREEN, LAMAR MIDDLE SCHOOL, ROUND ROCK
MICHAEL CROSS, KENNEDALE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, ARLINGTON
ROSS GRUBBS, PASCHAL HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
LEA HEMPSTEAD, LYLES MIDDLE SCHOOL, GARLAND
BILL HORNBERGER, COLLEYVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL, N RICHLAND HILLS
ANDY INGRAM, VILLAGE TECH SCHOOLS, CEDAR HILL
BOBBI JAMESON, BONHAM MIDDLE SCHOOL, AMARILLO
SAMANTHA KEATON, YOUNG WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP ACADeMY, ARLINGTON
HEATHER KLOS, CROWNOVER MIDDLE SCHOOL, ERA
SCOTT LLOYD, LOCKHART PRIDE HIGH SCHOOL, LOCKHART
JENNIFER MOON, HALL MIDDLE SCHOOL, WEATHERFORD
EDDIE MORRAN, CARROLL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, HASLET
COURTNEY PARKER, SAGINAW ELEMENTARY, FORT WORTH
KEVIN PIERSON, BESSIE COLEMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL, ARLINGTON
ABIGAIL PULATTIE, BAILEY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
MISTY SCHNABEL, MILLSAP MIDDLE SCHOOL, MINERAL WELLS
PATI SbIELDS, LA MARQUE MIDDLE SCHOOL, FRESNO
TEMER SIMONEK, CANTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, CANTON
LISA SMITH, CROSS TIMBERS MIDDLE SCHOOL, EULESS
ERIN SMITHERS, CROWNOVER MIDDLE SCHOOL, DENTON
MICHAELA SPICER, HILLSBORO JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, HILLSBORO
BRITTANY SPRINGFIELD, TISON MIDDLE SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
JEFFREY SPRINGFIELD, NORTH CROWLEY HIGH SCHOOL, FORT WORTH
DAYTON TANNER, LEONARD MIDDLE SCHOOL, BURLESON
ANGELA UNO, HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL, DALLAS
LONDA VANCE, HIGHLAND MIDDLE SCHOOL, HASLET
GILBERT VANSOI, HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL, DALLAS
HOLLY VARLEY, CROWLEY HIGH SCHOOL, BURLESON
BLAKE WELCH, MILLSAP MIDDLE SCHOOL, MINERAL WELLS
DENNIS WILLICH, TISON MIDDLE SCHOOL, HALTOM CITY
CHRISTY WILLIS, DUNCANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, CEDAR HILL
WENDY WOOLLEY, HIGH POINT ACADEMY, FORT WORTH
VINCENT WYATT, LEONARD MIDDLE SCHOOL, HURST

PARTICIPANT EVALUATIONS

Workshop was relevant and professionally useful.
Workshop was intellectually stimulating.
Workshop compares favorably with other professional development programs.